
 
 

                FALL 2021   MU OF THETA XI  AMES, IOWA 
 

RETURN TO NORMAL – KIND OF 
 
The fall semester found things returning to more normal at Mu Chapter, at least when compared to the prior school 
year.  Iowa State returned to normal operations with in person classes and with very few COVDI related restrictions.  Mu 
Chapter took advantage of the return to more normal conditions and continued to move forward in building the 
Chapter.  With the more stringent dorm breaking rules Mu, and all other fraternities at Iowa State, continued to adapt to 
this reality that summer rush is no longer a prime source of recruitment.  In reality it appears Iowa State is moving away 
from any significant summer recruitment.  At the start of the fall semester the Chapter signed 9 new Associates and was 
able to initiate 8 new members in early November 
 
The Chapter was very active is campus activities including Homecoming.  The Chapter planned a philanthropy fund raiser 
by selling popcorn late at night for those wandering back from the bars.  Unfortunately, the popcorn machine crapped 
out just before the start of the event and that let to its cancellation. 
 
The House occupancy was a little higher this fall and will be up a couple more in the spring semester.  The Chapter is 
working toward a bigger step forward in house occupancy next fall.  The finances are in good shape as the members are 
very good stewards of their funds.  Recruitment fired up again late in the fall semester and 3 new men were signed for 
the Spring Associate class.  The Chapter has a goal to push that number up to 10 by the end of the spring semester.  The 
Chapter is working hard at getting those new members to move in as soon as they can.  That is a real challenge with the 
more restrictive dorm break rules and the abundance of newer apartments in Ames.  When the enrollment shot up to 
the 36,000 range a few years ago there was a boom in building new apartments.  Now that enrollment was fallen back 
to the 30,000 range reasonable priced modern apartments are readily available.  Mu and all other fraternities and 
sororities are struggling to fill their houses with all of the options for housing.  Our move to single occupancy rooms is 
intended to make the House more attractive by offering the same private room concept that is readily available in the 
apartment market. 
 
The Chapter is ending the semester with no COVID issues this semester.  Even with the less restrictive environment the 
members have done an excellent job with dodging this bullet. There has been a very clear improvement is academic 
performance over the last year and the members are more active and engaged with each other and with outside 
activities. 
 
 

ELECTION OF OFFICERS 
 

On November 29. the Chapter held election of officers for the upcoming year.  The new executive board is: 
President: Jacob Swanson 1408 
Vice President: Greg Mullinix 1407 
Treasurer: Chase Cunningham 1411 
Senior Steward: Owen Rechkemmer 1433 

Junior Steward: Geoffrey Astor 1425 
Secretary: McAllister Kosar 1401 
Scholarship: Ryan Walsh 1417 

 
 



 

NEW MEMBERS FALL 2021 
 
In early November the Chapter initiated 8 new members from the fall Associate Class. 
 

New initiates – left to right 
Front Row:  
Lewis Helmers Mu 1431, Deven Luong Mu 1430, 
Tod Tackbuty Mu 1437, Walter Burton Mu 1436 
 
Back Row 
Ryan Spier Mu 1434, Anton Tabatskiy Mu 1435,  
Owen Rechkemmer Mu 1433, Shane Burton Mu 1436 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

HOMECOMING TAILGATE 
 
This year the tailgate group held their annual tailgate before the Homecoming game against Oklahoma State in late 
October.  It is reported there were up to 50 alums who attended.  This year the organizers asked for contributions to pay 
for the food with any donations in excess of the cost going to the Mu Association Improvement fund.  That approach 
was very successful with $600 being donated to improvement fund.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 



HOMECOMING 
 
The Chapter was very active this fall with Homecoming activities.  This year Mu was teamed with Gamma Phi Beta 
sorority and Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity.  Mu and its partners took home first place trophies for the Display and Float 
categories.  This year Mu hosted the construction of the float with the living room and front hall converted to the 
building of the float units.  Not only did they bring home the trophies their work was on national television during the 
win over Oklahoma State. 

         
 

FACEBOOOK PAGE 
 

If you haven’t already heard, there is a very Active Private Facebook group for Theta Xi Mu Alums. 
“Theta Xi Fraternity – Mu Chapter”. 

We now have 230 members! Posts range from old memories to current activities – Mu Musing, Alumni 
Weekend,   football tail gate parties, class photos, pledge class photos, and many resurfacing photos of a very important 
times in our lives. Every post gets anywhere 100 – 200+ views. Links are accessible to update your current contact 
information , National, Active and Alum Websites.  Join the fun and request 
access.   https://www.facebook.com/groups/thetaximuchapter.   
 (screen shot from Bill Stoneberg) 

 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/XttTCYERr9cgYYxH047t-?domain=facebook.com


 

NEW STOVE 
 
 

Last school year the old range in the kitchen gave up the ghost.  The 
range had been on its last legs for a few years.  With the transition to 
catered food service M Association was able to limp along until last 
year.  Mu Association can’t foresee returning to the old model of 
cooking in our kitchen.  With the must lower cost of the catered food 
service model it is not economically viable to cook in our kitchen.  
This summer the old range was replaced with a smaller commercial 
grade stove.  This stove will meet the limited needs of our member 
to cook in the kitchen.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

THE CHAPTER HOUSE 
 

This year marks 90 year since the original Chapter House was constructed and nearly 60 years since the addition was 
constructed in the early 19602.  In 9 short years the Chapter House will be 100 years old.  While the basic structure of 
the Chapter House is sound it is showing its age.  Over the last few years Mu Association has worked hard to address 
some of the more critical needs of the House and most of those needs are now addressed.  As we look ahead to 2031 
there are a couple of very significant issues that will need to be addressed.  The electrical system in the original house is 
original and clearly not designed for the increased number of electrical devices that students bring to college.  We 
appear to be facing a significant to complete electrical upgrade.  The Chapter House has over 100 windows.  While a 
partial window upgrade was completed about 30 years ago the basic window frames are original.  The effects of 
weather and wear and tear have taken a toll on the windows and most need to be completely replaced in the next few 
years.  Starting in 2022 Mu Association will start looking at strategies and options to tackle these major challenges to our 
beloved, but aging, Chapter House. 
 

NEW UNIVERSITY CHAPTER ADVISOR 
 

Iowa State requires at fraternities and sororities to have a “Chapter Advisor”. The University Chapter Advisor serves as 
the interface with Iowa State and must be a faculty member.  The Chapter Advisor for Iowa State is distinct from the role 
of Chapter Advisor appointed by Theta Xi.  Tysen Landmesser continues to serve as our Theta Xi Chapter Advisor.  When 
Max Rothschild retired from the University the Chapter started searching for a new advisor.  For the first time since the 
late 1940s we did not have a Theta Xi on the faculty to serve that role for the university. 
 

Our new Chapter Advisor is Dr. Christina Hill who as an Associate Professor in the Anthropology Department.  The 
Chapter is very pleased with Dr. Hill and look forward to working with in the upcoming years.  This is the first time in the 
history of our Chapter when one of our Chapter Advisors is not a Theta Xi.  However, new perspectives are often a good 
thing and part of a trend.  Several of the key members of the Headquarters Staff of Theta Xi are not members and have 
been very successful in moving Theta Xi forward. 
 
  
 



 

LOOKING FOR A CHARITABLE DONATION 
 

If anyone is looking for a charitable gift or donation and have an interest in helping the Chapter and Chapter house you 
might want to consider a donation to the Mu Chapter Education Account at the Theta Xi Foundation.  Gifts to the 
Chapter Ed account are set aside only for Mu Chapter.  The funds can only be used for education and other qualified 
purposes.  However, the funds can be used to help upgrade the educational parts of the Chapter House including the 
study rooms.  While the use of the funds are restricted they can be used to help with study rooms.  If you have an 
interest in a donation please contact Bob Veenstra at bveenstra@v-k.net or 515-225-8000 
 
 
 

FROM THE DESK OF SIMPS  
Dear Brothers,  

We have completed an impactful amount of needed repairs, replacements, and improvements over the past 
several years. Thank you very much to the Members who contributed time and money to this endeavor.  I realize the 
infrastructure projects, which included the Sprinkler System (along with the new water service and alarm system) and 
adding the new Roof, were not glamorous and did not “beautify “the House but were imperative. The new Furniture, the 
Carpeting, Drapes, Basement Flooring, and Accessories did.  Add to these the tremendous work done by Brothers 
Nordmann and Ryan along with assistance from Members of the House in improving the Study Rooms and there has 
been a significant amount of “enhancement” to Mu Chapter, even though we realize there is still quite a bit left to do. 

 

 Well, as you might expect, I am bringing this up because there is another priority project for which we need 
additional financial support in order to complete – repair the Stairs from the Basement to the Third Floor.  The risers and 
runs need to be inspected by taking off the tread nosing and removing the old carpeting to examine the steps 
themselves.  We currently can readily identify several locations related to the landings that are questionable, to say the 
least. 

The rubber Tread Nosing that protects the intersection of the riser and the run desperately needs replacement. 
This presents a hazard as that nosing separates from the stair and can cause someone to catch their toe on the front 
edge of the strip and fall.  We go through periodically and try to re-secure the nosing, however, there are numerous 
locations where the nosing has been weakened or deformed to the point of needed replacement – besides, it does look 
“institutional” and antiquated as does the carpeting on the steps and landings themselves, which hasn’t been replaced 
in quite some time. 

Currently we are searching for several contractors who have experience in dealing with stairways.  As you are 
probably aware, correct installation and repair of stairs can be rather tricky at best.  Our original intent was to possibly 
start the project over Christmas Break.  It is fairly obvious that this timeframe will not be viable in terms of time and 
funding required.   

It is a “Catch 22” that you undoubtedly picked up on in the beginning of this missive.  In order to determine how 
much has to be done we have to pretty much tear up the stairwell to inspect what is under the carpeting. And, do so and 
in such a way as to not totally restrict its usability.  Which means that this imposition will require us to wait until the end 
of the Spring Semester when the House will be minimally occupied.   

All right.  How much do we need to complete this effort is uncertain at this juncture.  We cannot “afford” to 
expend all we have on hand in case something crops up that is more in the realm of an emergency replacement/repair. 
Our best estimate (guess) which we hope is conservative, is $30,000. This is not an exorbitant amount; however, we 
need to get serious about this and start addressing this effort now in order be able to provide a decent looking product 
in time for the “Fall Rush” timeframe. 

Once again, a sincere THANK YOU to all who have been participating in our efforts to sustain and enhance the 
Chapter House .  You are welcome to send contributions to: 
Mu ASSOCIATION, P.O. BOX 2269, Ames, IA  50010    or     PayPal:  Mufund1849@gmail.com 
 
Thank you, we appreciate you consideration 
YITB   

 Ron “Simps” Simpson Mu 713 
 

mailto:bveenstra@v-k.net


 
Mu Association of Iowa State University 

4139 Greenwood Drive 

Des Moines, IA 50312-2825 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
 

A reminder Mu Association can be contacted by email at alum@315Welch.com or by mail at 4139 Greenwood Dr., Des 

Moines, IA 50312.  If anyone knows of any potential members the Chapter should consider please let us know.  Potential 

members can be students in their last year of high school who are planning to attend Iowa State or students at Iowa 

State that might have an interest in Theta Xi.  Remember, legacy member referrals are always welcome. 

 
 

GRADES CONTINUE TO BE STRONG 
 
For the Spring 2021 semester, the all house grade point was a 3.25.  Theta Xi ranked 12 of 30 fraternities in IFC.  Grades 
in the spring were up from the 3.03 in the fall 2020 semester.  This marks 3 semesters in a row with over a 3.00 GPA.  
This is the best academic performance in many years.  The Chapter believes they have a real chance of making that 4 in a 
row with the fall semester grades. 
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